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What is leadership?
 Leadership is “the process whereby one individual

influences group members toward attaining defined
group goals”

 Leaders are not always the people with the title
“Team leader”, but sometimes they are

 Leader ≠Dictator
 Followers are influenced by leaders because they like,

respect or admire them, not because they are
coerced



What is leadership?
 Also, Leader ≠Manager



What makes a great leader?
 The Great Person Theory

 The view that leaders possess special
traits, which set them apart from others,
and that these traits are responsible for
their positions of power and authority



Traits of successful leaders



Can leaders be made?
 The Great Person theory focuses on

who leaders are

 We might also consider what leaders do
or how leaders behave

 This is appealing because it suggests
we can all learn to lead, and lead well



Leadership styles
Can work with inexperienced or
underqualified subordinates.
Will not be popular but can be
effective!

Can work with highly skilled
people who are not interested in
routine decision making.



More leadership styles

Concern for people can be good
for morale.  Too much concern
for people might inhibit negative
feedback, which can increase
produtivity

Employees who think their boss
doesn’t care about them might not
work as efficiently as they could



How I lead depends on…



Tips and Tricks
 Build trust and inspire teamwork

 Encourage interactions, take initiative and set a good example

 Concentrate on expanding team capabilities
 Find resources, remove barriers, build confidence of team

members to cultivate their untapped potential

 Create a team identity
 Set goals, monitor progress and celebrate achievements

 Make the most of team differences
 Build respect, encourage opposing viewpoints, respect all ideas

 Forsee and influence change
 Look out for new opportunities and challenges and be prepared to

adapt


